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This thesis work is the part of the research group working in development of new type of
transmission option. The proposed Infinity Variable Drive (IVD) mechanism can be
categorized as the Infinitely Variable Transmission providing continuously variable gear
ratio including neutral and reverse. The main objective of this thesis was to study the
functionality of novel IVD. The new transmission system was studied using multibody
dynamic simulation approach. The study was done using the multibody simulation tool MSC
ADAMS 2016. The sub systems were studied separately before studying the IVD
mechanism as a whole. The sub systems studied are simple planetary gear set with multiple
inputs, two stage planetary gear system, and one way overrunning clutch. The results
obtained from simulation of two stage planetary gear set was verified using analytical
approach. The Proof of Concept (PoC) was developed during the project and the simulation
results were compared with the measurements done with the PoC.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Transmission is an integral part of all types of motorized transportation mediums (aircrafts,
water vessels, road vehicles). Transmission in these application is needed to convert torque
and rotation. [1] Transmission in regards to application in road vehicles has been developing
quite a lot since its establishment. Many advancements have occurred in transmission
systems used in vehicles. Different changes and invention with the timeline are presented by
Lechner [1]. Knowledge of vehicle transmission has great importance for further
development of power transmission systems. The main objective of this research work is to
study the functionality of IVD (Infinitely Variable Drive), which is still under research and
development phase, using the multibody dynamic simulation approach.

Broadly, based on gear ratio, transmissions available in recent days can be divided into two
groups that is continuous gear ratio and discrete gear ratio. Gearboxes used previously are
only able to produce specific sets of output ratios for the given input. There are several
studies going on for the suitable substitution of the conventional gearboxes. In recent days,
the studies dedicated to the development of several new types of transmission options like
CVT (Continuously Variable Transmission), IVT (Infinitely Variable Transmission) are on
great rise. According to the studies, there can be the solution for getting the range of output
continuously, which, at least in theory, will make the new vehicles fuel efficient and with
higher range of output. Some of the practical commercials application of these kind of
systems can be seen more frequently in recent days. [2]

CVTs and IVTs, developed in recent days consist of the planetary gear set as the integral
component. During this research work, some power flow analysis of the compound planet
gear was carried out using analytical approach and simulation approach. The simulation of
the planetary gears and the one-way overrunning clutch was carried out using ADAMS
(Automatic Dynamic Analysis of Mechanical Systems) and was compared to the analytical
results. The 2016 version of ADAMS was used during this research work.

The use of multibody dynamics approach, to study different mechanical systems is on rise
recent days. Different types of computer applications and computations methods developed
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in recent days are helping to make the study of multibody dynamics, efficient and easier. A
system consisting of multiple bodies connected by multiple joints which constrain certain
movements of the connected bodies can be regarded as Multibody Dynamic System.
Application of multibody dynamics simulation in studies related to aerospace & defense,
automotive, manufacturing, heavy machinery, medical, consumer products and energy has
gained recent popularity. [3] Figure 1 shows an example case where multibody analysis
program ADAMS has been used to simulate several aspects of a vehicle.

Figure 1. Simulation of different aspects of vehicles using ADAMS [4].

Most of the recent day’s multibody dynamic simulation software can create the equations of
motions automatically. The multibody dynamic simulation software used in this research is
ADAMS.

1.1 Structure of the Thesis
The first chapter introduction explains the description of the thesis, structure of the thesis,
background of the research and the research objective set to be achieved. This chapter
includes a brief description of the project. The second chapter and third chapter of this thesis
include theoretical background and the brief description of the main theory which is related
to this research. They include the theory related to transmission of the vehicles, planetary
gear, and multibody system dynamics. Theory related to topics from different literatures are
discussed in this two chapters.

The fourth chapter of this thesis that is multibody modeling methods and examples, includes
the methods of multibody dynamics and application with some examples related to the IVD
mechanism. Certain models and pictures of the studied systems and subsystems are also
included in this chapter. Overall this chapter gives a picture of basics of the multibody
simulation methods and results. This chapter also includes the methods used to create and
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study those system. The results obtained from the studied example systems is also presented
in this chapter.

The fifth chapter that is Infinitely Variable Drive (IVD) describes the modeling and results
of the simulation model of IVD. The chapter also includes some measurements and results
obtained from the Proof of Concept (PoC) model. The seventh chapter that is the final
chapter of this thesis, gives the brief description of the conclusions obtained from this thesis
work and what issues need further update.

1.2 Background of Research
The work presented in this thesis is part of a research project aimed at developing a new type
of transmission option. The aim of this project is to introduce new transmission solution in
the market. The project is carried out in cooperation of Laboratory of Machine Dynamics of
LUT (Lappeenranta University of Technology) and Saimaa University of Applied Sciences.
The project team consists of technical and commercial experts of LUT and Saimaa
University of Applied Sciences. Primary objectives of this team are to achieve solutions to
three aspects, that is, market potential and calculation for business profitability, the creation
of the business model, and the technical development towards customer needs and benefits.
This thesis work is part of the technical development and deals with the technical aspects of
the overall project.

1.3 Research Objectives
The main objective of this research is to study the functionality of the newly developed
transmission option. The research will include the functionality study of the transmission
using the multibody dynamic simulation. The rise in the use of multibody dynamic
simulation in different applications arise the question on how it could be applied in different
fields of engineering design process. In this research, the main objective is to study the
functionality of the system itself but not the details of the design. This research tries to
provide an answer to the most important and simple question if the designed system is able
to function its specific task. This research includes the basic multibody dynamic simulation
with rigid bodies. To study the functionality, the rigid body approach was assumed
sufficiently efficient in this research.
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2 TRANSMISSIONS

The torque and rotational motion produced by Internal Combustion engines (ICEs) of
vehicles cannot be directly used for driving applications. There are several requirements to
meet the proper driving conditions of vehicles. Such conditions include reverse motion,
forward motion, and stationary. The torque and rotational speed provided by the engine
needs to be stepped up, down and reversed as per the required situations. To fulfill a vehicles’
driving condition, a transmission is typically used to achieve the conversion of the torque
and rotational motion required to accomplish all the driving scenarios described. This section
of the thesis contains the brief description of the transmission purpose, different types of
transmissions, and their components.

2.1 Transmission Requirements
The main functionality of the transmission is to convert the engine torque and engine speed
per the requirement of the application. Internal combustion engines do not provide the
constant torque and power, so transmission system is required. The other important aspect
of the transmission in a vehicle is a requirement of the reverse motion. Generally used ICEs
(Internal Combustion Engines) provide unidirectional motion and transmission is required
in case of reverse motion is required. Comfort and convenience to the driver, fuel
consumption of the vehicle, drivability, production costs and installation space should be
considered as the driving constraints in transmission development and optimization of
transmission. In general vehicle application, transmission is the package of start-up device,
gearbox, and differential. The start-up device like clutch or torque converter is required in
order to provide smooth operation of vehicles in certain situation like starting from rest, the
vehicle in rest while the engine is running. The gearbox will provide a certain range of ratio
change as per the requirement of the driving conditions. [5,6]

While considering the torque requirement in the driveline, various forces like rolling
resistance in tires, aerodynamic drag, resistance caused by the incline, and overcoming the
inertia of the vehicle should be considered [7,8]. The various resistance forces can be seen
in Figure 2 following. In Figure 2, FA represents the aerodynamic resistance, FR represents
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the rolling resistance, Fslope represents the climbing resistance due to the slope gradient 
and v represents the vehicle velocity.

Figure 2. Different resistance forces on the vehicle at constant velocity [8].

For a vehicle that is in motion relative to the ground, the total running resistance force is the
force that is affecting the opposite direction of the movement of the vehicle. The total
running resistance consists of three different components: rolling resistance, aerodynamic
resistance and climbing resistance. Rolling resistance is caused by friction forces between
the mechanical parts of the power transmission system of the vehicle, which is influenced
by the mass of the vehicle, surface quality of the moving parts and wheel tire inflation.
Aerodynamic resistance is an opposing force caused by air particles colliding with the
surface of the vehicle, which slows the vehicle down, and is regulated by the shape of the
vehicle and wind direction. Climbing resistance is the force that gravity inflicts on the
vehicle when moving up the hill, which is influenced by the mass of the vehicle and the
incline of the hill. [7,8]

After calculating the total running resistance, the total torque required can be obtained by
multiplying the running resistance with the radius of the driving wheels of the vehicle. The
required torque is the amount of force that the driving wheels need to exert parallel to the
ground for the vehicle to move at a constant speed.

Treq  (( f r  m  g )  [0.5    cd  A(v  vh ) 2 ]  [m  g  sin(  )]) Rroll

(1)
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Equation (1) shows the formula for calculating the total torque required, where:

Treq

required torque (Nm)

fr

coefficient of rolling resistance

𝜌

air density (typically 1.3 kg/m3 in Standard Temperature Pressure (STP))

𝑐𝑑

drag coefficient, typically about 0.3-0.4 for cars

𝐴

frontal area of the vehicle (m2)

𝑣

vehicle speed (m/s)

𝑣ℎ

headwind speed (m/s)

𝛽

the gradient of the hill

𝑅𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙

the radius of the driving wheels (m)

The required torque needed for the vehicle to move at vehicle speed 𝑣 can be obtained with
equation (1) [7-10].

In recent days, fuel consumption by the vehicles is a most important aspect in the
development of vehicles and its components. Transmission developed for the vehicle should
consider the aspect of fuel consumption since it is the most important component
contributing to the amount of fuel consumption. Certain aspects like the large span of gear
change, high efficiency of the gearboxes, gear shifting mechanism are important in designing
fuel-efficient transmission system. [5]

2.2 Transmission Types
The different types of transmission have been developed until recent days. Depending on the
application, transmission types can differ. For instance, for the vehicle transmissions, there
is a different requirement for the transmissions depending on the vehicle type and design.
The transmission type and location of the transmission is dictated by vehicle design and
space availability. [7] Some major transmission systems developed over the past till now are
a manual transmission, automated manual transmission, dual clutch transmission, automatic
transmission, CVT, Toroidal transmission [7,8]. Among the several transmissions options
for vehicles, the most common ones and some new types are discussed in brief in the
following headings. Schematic of different types of transmissions can be seen in Figure 3
following.
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Figure 3. Schematic of different transmission options. a) sliding gear engagement, b)
constant mesh engagement, c) Synchromesh gearbox, d) Torque converter clutch gearbox,
semi-automatic, e) multi-plate clutch shift, f) converter and rear-mounted power-shiftable
countershaft, g) hydro-planetary h) fully automatic i) hydrostatic CVT with power split, k)
CVT with pulley [1].

Manual Transmissions
Manual transmissions used in vehicles are commonly more efficient and with low cost and
also the most popular option for transmissions in vehicles. Due to the use of simple gear
pairs, the efficiency of the system is relatively higher in case of power transmissions. Gear
engagement and actuation of the clutch are handled manually in manual transmissions. The
disengagement/engagement of the clutch is manual which results in the addition of clutch
pedal for the driver. Gear shifting requires the gear lever for the driver to shift gears. The
layouts can be different on the powertrain configuration and a number of shafts used. The
minimum of two shafts is required to design a manual transmission. In general, spur gears
are used in manual transmissions. The shift device is needed to engage the different gears in
the powertrain. Manual transmissions can be found with different gear ratios with a different
number of steps. One example of manual 5-speed transmission can be seen in Figure 4
following. Figure 4 following shows different gear engagement of 5-speed manual
transmission. [5,8]
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Figure 4. Power flow in 5-speed manual transmission engaging different gears [5].

Synchronizers are required for maintaining smooth shifts without damaging the gear teeth
and transmission itself. The reverse gear is provided by the idler gear attached to the
additional shaft. In a manual transmission, there is usually interruption of the tractive force
during gear shifting which results in higher traction gaps compared to other transmission
options. [5,8]

Automatic Transmissions
The automatic transmissions are commonly used today as the option for the transmission in
different applications. The use of automatic transmission is more common in passenger cars
as well as in the city buses. The main benefit of the automatic transmission is that gears do
not need to be shifted manually. One example of the 8-speed automatic transmission
produced by ZF can be seen in Figure 5 following. The automatic transmission will
comparatively reduce the traction gaps compared to manual transmissions, which results in
less interruption of the power flow. The reduction in the traction gap is due to the fact that
control systems are shifting the gears automatically and in an efficient way compared to
humans. The driver of an automatic vehicle need not worry about changing to the right gear.
The main components that are used for the automatic transmissions are torque converter,
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planetary gear sets, shifting elements, park lock and electrohydraulic actuation and control
systems. Planetary gears are used to gain relatively large span of the gear ratio.

Figure 5. 8-speed automatic transmission by ZF Group [11].

Automatic transmissions are comparatively more comfortable than the manual transmissions
because of the automated gear shifting. The vehicles with automatic transmission are
relatively easier to use at low speed (in a traffic jam). Most of the recent automatic
transmissions can produce discrete ratios only. [5,8,9]

Continuously Variable Transmissions
The continuously variable transmission variable transmission ratios continuously. The main
feature of the continuously variable transmission is that it reduces the traction gaps more
efficiently than the other transmission systems discussed earlier. CVTs (Continuously
Variable Transmissions) are not as popular as the manual transmission and automatic
transmission but they are found in wide range of vehicles including passenger cars and
tractors. The important feature of CVTs is fuel efficiency with better performance compared
to other popular options of transmission. [7]

CVTs use torque converters and clutches as launch devices, push belts or chain variators for
transmission [8]. The use of variator adds up to reduce the efficiency of the system since,
until recent days most of the variators are friction based [12]. CVT using pulley mechanism
used by Nissan motor is presented in Figure 6. In this type of CVT half of the pulley pair
can be moved which allows the change in output speed because of the change in radius of
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the pulley [13]. The transfer of the tractive force is based on the contact friction mechanism
which makes it less reliable than a geared mechanism for power transfer.

Figure 6. CVT using pulley mechanism by Nissan Motor Corporation [14].

The planetary gear set is used for the engagement of the reverse gear. The push belts are
often considered as the weak spot of the CVTs. In the vehicles with CVTs, the shift of gear
or the ratio change is smoother compared to other options. Cooling and lubrication are the
major issues which should be addressed properly in CVTs and are often critical. [8] The
efficiency is usually lower in CVTs compared to geared transmissions [7].

The toroidal transmission option can be considered as a special type of CVT and also
classified as IVT. The development of CVT to include zero output speed within an operating
range can be considered as IVT (Infinitely Variable Transmission). CVT often is also used
as a generic term to include both IVT and CVT types. The main feature of toroidal
transmission is that it uses the idea of changing ratio by changing axis between input and
output, replacing pulley belt system for ratio change used in common CVTs. The working
principle of toroidal transmission can be seen in Figure 7. Direct drive, underdrive, and
overdrive can be seen from the figure.
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Figure 7. Toroidal Transmission ratio change [9].

Toroidal transmission option includes the use of elastohydrodynamic liquid film also
commonly referred as traction fluid. The power transfer is based on the Hertzian contact
pressure. The contact area is relatively less in compared to the push belt variator. Toroidal
transmission is fully friction based so there is always the possibility of power loss due to the
slip occurring between friction surfaces. The toroidal transmission like other CVT option
has low efficiency due to the fact that it is the friction based mechanism. [8,13]

2.3 Planetary Gear Train
The modern transmission options generally include planetary gear train. The planetary gears
also known as epicyclic gears is very important part of modern transmissions systems.
Application of the planetary gear in vehicle transmissions is found as differentials, powersplit functionality in hybrid vehicles and reverse gearing in CVTs [8]. The compact size with
the higher number of gear ratios makes use of planetary gears better option [9,15]. Typical
planetary gear set consists of the sun gear, planet gears, planet carrier and ring gear. Figure
8, schematic of the planetary gear set with the sun gear, ring gear, four planet gears and
planet bearings integrated in the bore of the planet gears.
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Figure 8. Schematic of planetary gear with sun, planets, carrier, ring and planet bearings
[16].

Generally, sun gear and planet gears are external gears while ring gear is internal gear. In
typical planetary gear set, the rotation of the ring, planet carrier, and sun gear occur in
common axis, which is known as the main axis. The members, which are able to rotate along
the main axis are able to transfer the rotatory motion and torque and are termed as main
members. In general case of single input and a single output, in order to transfer the torque
at least one main member should be held stationary. In simple planetary gear set, usually
three planet gears are used but it can be increased, although it will not make difference in
the kinematics of rotational motion. [17] Different input, output, and fixed central members
will create different speed ratio in the planetary gear set. Possible kinematic configurations
of the simple planetary gear set are presented in Table 1 [8]. Table 1 gives the speed ratio
when there are single input and single output configuration of the planetary gear.
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Table 1. Gear ratio of simple planetary gear with different input/output configuration
Fixed

Input

Output

Speed Ratio

Sun

Ring

Zs
Zr

Ring

Sun

Zr
Zs

Ring

Carrier

Zr
Zr  Zs

Carrier

Ring

Zr  Zs
Zr

Carrier

Sun

Zr  Zs
Zs

Sun

Carrier

Zs
Zr  Zs

Carrier

Sun

Ring

Where Z s is a number of teeth in sun gear and Z r is a number of teeth in ring gear. While
designing planetary gear set, messing of the sun, planet gears and ring should be considered.
The proper messing situation will result in the proper functioning of the gear train.
Calculation of rotational speed and torque is important for the application of planetary gear
train. Torque calculation can be done by applying torque balance condition. If, Ts , Tc and Tr
be the torque in sun gear, carrier and ring respectively and losses are ignored then, torque
balance equation can be written as [17],

Ts  Tr  Tc  0

(2)

Similarly, power balance equation can be written as [17],

Ps  Pr  Pc  0

(3)

Where, Ps , Pr and Pc represent the power in the sun, ring, and carrier respectively. By
implementing power is product of torque and rotational speed equation (3) can be rewritten
as,

Ps  Pr  Pc  Ts  s  Tr  r  Tc  c  0

(4)

Where, s , r and c are rotational speed of sun, ring, and carrier respectively.
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The planetary gears can be found in different kinematic configuration as per the applications.
The larger range of gear ratios can be obtained by forming more complex gear sets. Simpson
gear set and Ravigneaux gear set are examples of complex planetary gear sets. [8] The
different kinematic configuration of the planetary gear requires different power-flow
analysis approach. The different study on kinematic and dynamic simulation, static-force
analysis, power flow analysis for planetary gears with different kinematic configuration are
carried out and some examples can be found in [18-22].

2.4 One-Way Overrunning Clutch
One-way overrunning clutches are the devices, which transmits torque and rotation in one
direction and freewheels or disengages in other. The one-way overrunning clutches are
mechanically operated. The most common example of one-way overrunning clutch can be
seen on bicycles. In modern automatic transmissions, sprag type and roller one-way
overrunning clutches are used to brake members of planetary gear set. [23] Different types
of one-way clutches are available based on their mechanisms. The common types are ratchet
and pawl, locking roller, locking needle roller, sprag clutch, and wrap spring clutch [24].
The different types of one way overrunning clutches can be seen from Figure 9.

Figure 9. Different one-way overrunning clutch types: spring clutch, roller or ball clutch,
sprag clutch, ratchet and pawl clutch [24].
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In spring type one way overrunning clutch there is helically wound spring attached to both
input and output shaft. When the input shaft is rotating in one direction the helical spring
tightens up and transfers torque to the output shaft and when rotating in the opposite direction
spring loosens and there is no torque transfer. The roller or ball type one way overrunning
clutches consists of rollers or balls running between the outer race and inner race. There are
several configurations for this type of clutches depending on the application requirements.
The one of the race is profiled in such a way that when rotating in one direction balls or
rollers can freewheel while in the other direction they get locked and transfer torque to the
other race. One example of the configuration of ball type clutch can be seen from Figure 9.
The sprag type one way overrunning clutches are the most frequently used ones. The series
of cam-shaped sprags are placed between inner and outer race in an angle which permits
freewheeling in one direction and backstopping in other [25]. The ratchet and pawl type one
way overrunning clutch consist of pawl and ratchet. The pawl can be attached to either of
inner race or outer race and is spring loaded. The pawl is pivoted away when the ratchet is
rotating in one direction resulting in freewheel and if the ratchet is rotating in other direction
it locks up and transfers torque. [24]
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3 MULTIBODY SYSTEM DYNAMICS

The multibody system is the system which consists of multiple bodies connected with the
mechanical joints. The use of multibody system dynamics approach to study the mechanical
systems is on great rise recently. This chapter of thesis includes the brief description of
theory of multibody system dynamics formulations and analysis.

There are number of methods developed to analyze the dynamics of the mechanical systems.
The multibody system dynamics is one of the methods to analyze the dynamics of the
mechanical systems. The multibody system dynamics approach can be considered as the
effective way of analysis of certain mechanical systems. The multibody system dynamics
approach is mostly effective for the mechanical systems consisting multiple bodies
interconnected with mechanical joints. The symbols and equations in this chapter are
adopted from Shabana [26].

3.1 Multibody System Dynamic Formulation
The coordinate system used during formulation of the multibody system is of great
importance. There are several coordinates to be accounted for. The body coordinate system
is the coordinate system which is attached to the single body. If rigid body system is
considered then no points in the body are able to move relative to the body coordinate
system. The global coordinate system is the fixed coordinate with respect to the system under
study while, body coordinates will move with respect to the global coordinate system. The
fixed coordinate system with respect to the studied system can also be referred as an inertial
frame of reference. This will make the study simple as the position of the bodies in the
multibody system can be expressed in terms of the global coordinate system. The analysis
of the dynamics of the bodies in multibody dynamics can be done using multibody system
dynamics formulation. To carry out analysis of the body of the multibody system, position,
velocity and acceleration of the bodies should be expressed with respect to a predefined
global frame of reference. [26-28]
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3.2 Multibody Modelling and Analysis
The multibody modeling and analysis can be important in studying the mechanical systems.
Sometimes it is important to understand the behavior of the mechanical systems before
getting into the details of the system. In case of understanding the behavior of the mechanical
system, multi-body simulation and analysis can be of importance. To get through the
simulation and understand the system behavior, proper modeling and analysis of the
multibody system should be carried out. Proper consideration should be taken when
modeling the multibody systems since the details of the model might affect the results. The
details included in the modeling process of the multibody system might play a vital role in
the results. Increasing the details in the multibody model can increase the accuracy of the
results but after some point, it might not be the case. There might be some point from where
the level of details do not contribute effectively to the accuracy of results so, special care
should be taken when modeling and analyzing the system.

Modelling of the multibody systems can get little tricky sometimes. The complex systems
can be modeled as simplified systems yet they yield in the sufficiently accurate results, so
sometimes it is important to notice not to use over details to make the modeling process
complicated. Although some systems can be modeled with simplification, the detailed
modeling might be needed to get accurate results of some systems.

The rigid body analysis assumes there is not any body deformation present in bodies of a
multibody system that is, any point in the body has only one position vector with respect to
body coordinate system. The use of flexible bodies may result in the complicated model
since a greater number of variables are included. The greater number of variables might
cause trouble in understanding the functionality of the studied system because of the fact
that, out of many variables it might not be always easy to pinpoint the variable that influences
the most to change system behavior [29]. Making this kind of assumption can result in very
different results, so proper care must be taken whenever making these assumptions. In most
of the cases, this kind of assumption that is, using rigid body models result in sufficiently
acceptable results but sometimes depending on the system and interested analysis it is
important to consider the body deformation to get accurate results.
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3.3 Kinematics of Multibody System
This chapter gives a brief description on the kinematics of multibody system. Sub chapters
included will give insights on the important aspects required to describe the kinematics of
the multibody system.

Planar Multibody
If the planar case of multibody dynamics is assumed then it is simple compared to the threedimensional body description. By applying this approach, the variable needed for the
description of the rotation of the body will be reduced to only one, which results in a
reduction of the equations of motion. The total number of coordinates required to describe
an unconstrained body is three in planar case. In the planar multibody analysis, the order of
rotation is not important since the axis of rotation is only one. This approach makes the
kinematic description of the bodies simple. [26] In case of some analysis, this approach
might be efficient and easier. In Figure 10 following, position description of a point in a
body with respect to the global coordinate system can be seen.

i

Yi

ui

Y

Xi

Ri

ri

X

Figure 10. Position of point in body with respect to global coordinate (in planar case)

The description of the position in terms of global coordinate, of any point in a body, can be
done by introducing body coordinate in a body. The position of point from body coordinate
system can be expressed as,

ui  [uix

uiy ]T

Global position vector ri of any point i in a body can be expressed as,

(5)
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ri  R i  A i ui

(6)

Where, R i represents global position vector of the body coordinate with respect to the global
coordinate system, u i represents position vector of arbitrary point with respect to body
coordinate system and A i represents rotation matrix defining the orientation of body with
respect to the global coordinate system and can be expressed as:

 cos i
A
 sin i

 sin i 

cos i 

(7)

where  i is the orientation of the body coordinate system with respect to the global
coordinate system. In case of planar multibody system description of the position of a body
is simple enough since it only includes one rotation description and the sequence of rotation
is not an important issue.

Spatial Multibody
The spatial multibody analysis is a bit more complex than planar multibody analysis.
Compared to planar multibody spatial multibody requires more coordinates in the
description of the system. To describe the unconstrained motion of the rigid body in the
spatial multibody analysis, three coordinates describing the location and three coordinates
describing the orientation of the coordinate attached to the body are required. Body
coordinates and description of position vector can be seen from following Figure 11.

Zi
Yi

Y

ui
Xi

Ri

ri

X
Z

Figure 11. Spatial description of position of a point in body
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In contrast to planar case, the order of rotation plays a very important role in spatial
multibody. In case of spatial multibody analysis, angular velocity cannot be expressed as the
time derivative of the orientation coordinates rather is expressed in terms of the time
derivative of a selected set of orientation coordinates. [26]

In case of a spatial multibody system, description of position vector can be done in a similar
manner as in case of planar multibody. In case of spatial multibody position vector of
arbitrary point with respect to body coordinate takes the form,

ui  [uix

uiz ]T

uiy

(8)

and the global position vector of body coordinate can be expressed as:

R i  [ Rix

Riz ]T

Riy

(9)

Finally, global position vector of any point on a body can be expressed using the equation
(6), but rotation matrix must be defined differently than a planar case to include all the
rotation possibilities. The most popular one and mostly used is Euler angles approach to
define rotation matrix. Euler angle approach requires three successive rotations in a certain
sequence. Different sets of successive rotations can be used to get rotation matrix. Most
popular and used set is rotation ZXZ, which is rotation in Z-axis followed by X-axis and
again Z axis. The rotation matrix obtained from first rotation that is about Z axis is given by,

cos i
A i1   sin i
 0

 sin i

0
0 
1 

cos i
0

(10)

Second successive rotation along X-axis can be expressed as:

0
1

Ai 2  0 cos i
0 sin i


 sin i 
cos i 
0

(11)

Third successive rotation along Z axis can be expressed as:

cos i
A i 3   sin i
 0

 sin i
cos i
0

0
0 
1 

(12)

Finally rotation matrix can be obtained by,

Ai  Ai1Ai 2 Ai3

(13)
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There is always one problem in using Euler angles to define rotation matrix. The problem of
singularity is always possible when using Euler angles. Singularity problem arises when
there is some dependency between used Euler angles. Four Euler parameters are often used
to get rid of singularity problem. [26]

Generalized Coordinates
In a study of multibody dynamics, description of the body orientation with respect to the
fixed frame of reference is a very important aspect. To have a proper description of the body
orientation different sets of coordinates can be used. Independent coordinates, which are
convenient in describing the orientation of the system under study, are known as generalized
coordinates. The dependency of some coordinates can occur due to the introduction of some
constraints in the system. A number of independent generalized coordinates can approximate
degree of freedom of the given system. For the study of multibody dynamics, different
expressions for velocity, acceleration, and equation of motion need to be obtained. Number
and type of generalized coordinate depend on the choice of kinematic description of the
system. It is important to select the proper generalized coordinates, in order to obtain a
simple expression for velocity, acceleration, and equation of motion.[30] In the multibody
system, the generalized coordinates can be expressed as, [26]:

q  [q1 q2 q3

qn ]

(14)

Where n is the number of generalized coordinates.

Constraints
The multibody system is the system of multiple bodies connected via mechanical joints. The
mechanical joints used to connect the different bodies are expressed as the constraint
equations. The constraint equations introduce the dependency in generalized coordinates.
The constraint equations can be formulated as the function of generalized coordinates or in
some case, time. In general, a number of constraints equation are less than or equal to the
number of generalized coordinates. In general, constraints equations can be expressed as,

C(q1 q2

qn , t )  0

(15)

The holonomic constraints in multibody system are constraints, which are dependent on
generalized coordinates and can be further classified into two categories that are,
scleronomic and Rheonomic. Scleronomic constraints do not include time as an explicit
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variable whereas, Rheonomic constraints include time as an explicit variable and sometimes
known as driving constraints as they introduce a time-dependent motion to the system. [30]
The constraints that are not dependent on generalized coordinates are referred as nonholonomic constraints and they cannot be integrated which results in using numerical
methods for handling them [30].

In the spatial multibody system, each body has six DOF (degrees of freedom) or six motion
possibility when unconstrained. The DOF of the system is reduced with every constraint
introduced. Each constraint introduced in the system causes to reduce one DOF of the
system. The DOF of the system can be estimated by subtracting a number of independent
constraints equations from a number of generalized coordinates. The DOF of the system can
be any integer. The negative DOF of the system implies that the system is over constrained,
zero implies kinematically driven system and positive DOF number implies dynamically
driven system.

Joints Modelling
During the study of multibody dynamics, modeling of the joints is an important aspect. The
multibody system is defined as the system of multiple bodies connected via joints. The
restriction of the relative motion of the bodies is introduced by the presence of the joints.
Mechanical systems consist of different types of joints. Different types of joints reduce the
different number of DOF of the system.[30] Typical joints used in multibody system
dynamics modeling are revolute joint, translational joint, spherical joint, cylindrical joint,
screw joint and planar joint. Joints with different mechanisms can be developed using these
basic joints. [31,32] Table 2, following explains different properties of different types of
joints.
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Table 2. Different joint types and DOF constrained [33].
Removed

Removed

Translational DOF

Rotational DOF

Constant Velocity

3

1

4

Cylindrical

2

2

4

Fixed

3

3

6

Hooke

3

1

4

Planar

1

2

3

Rack-and-pinion

0.5*

0.5*

1

Revolute

3

2

5

Screw

0.5*

0.5*

1

Spherical

3

0

3

Translational

2

3

5

Universal

3

1

4

Joint Type

Total DOF removed

*In case of rack-and-pinion and screw joints translational and rotational motion are related
and not purely rotational or translational alone. The single constraint is created by this joint
types and is not purely translational or rotational.

Revolute joint used in multibody system constraints five DOF of the system yielding five
constraints equations. This type of joint constraints all three translational movements and
two rotational movements of a body relative to the other body. The revolute joint allows the
body to rotate about one common axis relative to the other body. Translational joint also
known as prismatic joint constraints five DOF of the system. Three rotational movements
and two translational movements are constrained by this joint. Five constraints equations are
introduced due to this joint. Body is allowed to translate in one common axis relative to the
other body if connected via a translational joint. Spherical joints constraints two bodies
connected in all the translational motion. Body connected with a spherical joint is able to
rotate in all three directions relative to the body it is connected to but all the translational
movements are constrained. Spherical joints introduce three constraints leaving three DOF
of freedom. Spherical joints are also referred to as the ball and socket joints. Cylindrical
joints constraints four DOF of the body in multibody system. One rotation and one
translational motion are free in this type of joints. Cylindrical joint introduces four
constraints equations to the system. Some complex joints can be developed using a
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combination of the different types of joints. In multibody dynamics software, for example in
ADAMS there are different joint primitives that can be added together with common joints
type to form a complex joint. [26,32]

Kinematic Analysis
Kinematic analysis of the multibody system is the study of motion without taking into the
consideration the forces that create the motion. The main objective of the kinematic analysis
is to find the position, velocity, acceleration produced by the prescribed input motion. As
Shabana [26] suggests, the solution for the position, velocity, and acceleration can be solved
from the following set of nonlinear algebraic equations,

[C1 (q, t ) C2 (q, t )

Cnc (q, t )]T  0

(16)

Newton-Raphson algorithm is most commonly used for solving these nonlinear algebraic
equations. Using Newton’s method which is most common, unknowns are determined by
iteration process of solving the nonlinear residual equation, which can be expressed as,[26]

q  Cq (q, t )1 C(q, t )

(17)

Where Cq is nc  n Jacobian matrix, and can be expressed as,

 C1
 q
 1
 C2

Cq   q1


 Cnc
 q
 1

C1
q2
C2
q2
Cnc
q2

C1 
qn 

C2 
qn 


Cnc 
qn 

(18)

and C(q, t ) is the time derivative of the constraints equation. For the kinematic analysis of
the system Jacobian matrix of the system must be invertible. The rows of the Jacobian matrix
is equal to the number of constraints equation and the column of the Jacobian matrix is equal
to the number of generalized coordinates.
After evaluation of Newton difference q , the definition of the generalized coordinate in
any given time can be updated as follows, [26]:

qi 1  qi  qi
Where 𝑖 ,is the iteration number and q i1 is the updated vector.

(19)
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Velocity can be computed by differentiating the constraint equations with respect to time,
that is,

Cqq  Ct  0

(20)

Where, in case of kinematic analysis, Jacobian matrix Cq is square and non-singular matrix,
therefore, velocity q can be solved from the given equation.

For, the acceleration analysis of the kinematic multibody system, velocity equation can be
differentiated with respect to time as, [26]:

d
(Cq q  Ct )  0
dt

(21)

Mathematical manipulation and rearranging the given equation, acceleration q can be
expressed as,

q  C(-1)
q ( Ctt  (Cq q)q q  2Cqt q)

(22)

Kinematic analysis of multibody system can be done by using the procedure described.
Complete kinematic analysis of multibody system can be done by following the procedure
to determine position, velocity, and acceleration of the bodies.

3.4 Dynamic Analysis of Multibody System
Different types of forces like inertia, external and joint forces are the forces to account for
in the multibody system. The inertia force is the force, which is the result of the body
resisting in changing the state of motion or rest. The inertia force is dependent on the size
and shape of the body. External forces can be defined as the forces supplied to the body from
the environment like gravitational force, spring and damper forces or the forces applied to
the body by other mediums like a motor. Joint forces can be defined as the reaction force
caused by the connection of two bodies. Joint forces can be also referred as the internal
forces or constrained forces. Forces acting on two connected bodies are equal and opposite
in nature. [26] The dynamic analysis can be carried out using different approaches. Dynamic
analysis can be viewed as forward dynamics and inverse dynamics. Forward dynamics
considers the motion generated by the applied forces as the end result while inverse
dynamics tries to define the forces that are required to produce the aimed motion. [34]
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The dynamic equation can be formulated using various techniques. Dynamic analysis of the
system requires defining dynamic equilibrium. Dynamic equilibrium can be expressed using
second order differential equations. If a body is unconstrained, the equation of motion can
be defined using Newton-Euler equations. In case of the constrained body, there are different
ways to formulate equation of motion based on the selection of coordinates. Different forms
of equation of motion can be formed using a different approach. Different approaches use
different coordinate selection. Some techniques use redundant coordinates while some use
degrees of freedom in the formulation of the equation of motion. Augmented formulation
and Embedding technique are commonly used in forming equation of motion of constrained
bodies. The major difference between these two techniques is a number of equations
achieved. [26]

Augmented formulation results in the formation of equations including differential and
algebraic equations. The system of equations expressed in terms of redundant sets of
coordinates are of large size. Using this technique, a number of dependent coordinates are
equal to the number of independent constraint forces. This method is used by most of
multibody simulation software. Lagrange multipliers are often used to form augmented
equation of motion. Number of Langrage multipliers is equal to constraints equations of the
system. Dynamic equation of constrained multibody system can be expressed as:
M

Cq

Cq T  q  Qe  Q v 


0   λ   Q d 

(23)

Where M is a mass matrix, Cq is constraint Jacobian matrix, q is acceleration, λ is a vector
of langrage multipliers, Q e is a vector of externally applied force and Q v is a quadratic
velocity vector. The major difference between Newtonian mechanics and Lagrange
mechanics is that in Newtonian mechanics reaction forces are used while Lagrange
mechanics uses constraints equations instead. [26]

Embedding technique follows the principle of coordinate partitioning. In this technique
system DOF is used to express equations. In this approach minimum set of the differential
equation are expressed in terms of independent acceleration only. The number of equations
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achieved by this technique is less than that of the augmented formulation. Reduced number
of equation results in complexity of the inertia and force coefficients in the equations. [26]
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4 MULTIBODY MODELLING OF SUB SYSTEMS

The aim of this thesis work was to study the infinitely variable drive using multibody system
dynamic approach. The system under study included different parts and different subsystems
that can be studied separately. The separate study was done for some subsystems before
starting to study the whole system as a whole. This section of this thesis will explain the
details of the system that were studied and the methods used in modeling and studying given
systems. The results obtained from simulation and analytical calculations are presented in
this chapter. The simulation work was done using multibody simulation software MSC
ADAMS version 2016 and for some of the analytical calculations, MATHCAD was used.
The analytical approach was applied to study the torque distribution of the planetary gear set
but not to the whole IVD model. The analytical approach was the way to verify the results
obtained from the simulation model. Simple analytical calculations were carried out using
MATHCAD, in order to compare the results obtained from the simulation. The analytical
calculation was carried out for torque distribution in compound planetary gears.

4.1 ADAMS as Multibody Simulation Tool
ADAMS 2016 was used in studying multibody systems during this thesis work. Simple
models of planetary gears, multi-stage planetary gear and IVD mechanism were studied
using ADAMS. It is not always easier to make the analytical calculation for multibody
systems. Simulation software like ADAMS can help to make a study of multibody system
simpler and easier if used properly. Knowledge of multibody dynamics is important to use
this kind of software properly. There may arise many different problems and errors if some
knowledge is lacking. The user must be aware of what approach software is using, to deal
with some problems. Knowledge of what approach software is implementing might help to
diagnose the problem or error properly. The basic issues which needed to be considered
during this simulation work are presented in this section. The basic issues considered are
importing the CAD (Computer Aided Design) model and some details about simulation
model verification.

Importing CAD model
The simple models can be built in ADAMS but since the purpose of ADAMS is not to build
a 3D model of the system it might be difficult to build the complex system model. The easy
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way to solve this issue will be building the model in softwares which are meant for building
3D models and importing it to ADAMS for the analysis. Importing CAD model in ADAMS
seemed to be an issue in an earlier phase of this thesis work. When using the recommended
format that is Parasolid, there were some problems arising. The 3D model of the IVD
included several identical parts which could be mirrored in order to build the full model. The
main problem using Parasolid was that it will make mirrored parts in the assembly as a single
body which results into problem handling the parts separately. There are several instances
during the analysis that the part should be handled separately. In this thesis work, CAD
model was imported in ADAMS using IGES (Initial Graphics Exchange Specification)
format. The simple subsystems which were studied during this thesis were modeled in
ADAMS. Some systems like gears were relatively easy to model in ADAMS itself than
modeling in third-party software and importing it to ADAMS.

Verification of Simulation Model
Model verification should be done frequently before starting the simulation. Model
verification in ADAMS gives information on a number of bodies, number of DOF and
redundant constraints if any. It is always important to know the DOF of the system under
study. It will help on recognizing if any unwanted DOF is left unconstrained or overconstrained. ADAMS used Gruebler Method in determining DOF of the system.

Redundant constraints in simulation model might yield incorrect results, so it is important to
remove any redundancy present in the simulation model. In physical mechanical systems
many redundant constraints are present but while modeling virtual simulation model, this
should be taken into consideration. For example, a door attached to the wall with two
revolute joints can be taken. In this example, it is enough to have one revolute joint to achieve
the proper functionality of the door. While modeling in ADAMS if the same DOF is
constrained twice using similar kind of joint, it will result into redundant constraints
equations. ADAMS usually suppresses one of the redundant joints during simulation but if
one of the joint has some misalignment or some errors then it is not sure that ADAMS will
suppress the joint with errors, which might result in an error in simulation and results.

It is always important to check redundancies in the simulation model. There are some
instances where one body is connected to many other bodies and in this kind of situation,
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there is the possibility of redundancies created by some of the joints. In this kind of scenarios,
some joint types can be changed to remove the redundancies. For example, revolute joint
can be replaced with spherical joint, translational joint to an inline joint. While replacing
joint types to reduce redundancy, proper care should be taken in which DOF, is overconstrained. It is also important to notice if changing joints will result in a change of DOF
of the system.

As per the recommendation of ADAMS, it is better option to reduce the number of fixed
joints whenever possible. The fixed joints present in the model will create equations of
motions which results in increment of the equations to be solved. Merging bodies can be
considered as an option rather than applying fixed joint whenever it is acceptable. It is not
recommended by ADAMS to use the fixed joint to fix the part to the ground, rather
converting part to the ground is recommended, which will result in a decrease in constraints
equations to be evaluated.

4.2 Simple Planetary Gear with Multi-Input
Simple planetary gear with two inputs was one of the important component of IVD model.
ADAMS was used to study simple planetary gear. The simulation model developed in
ADAMS can be seen in Figure 12 following. Before analyzing IVD model as a whole, simple
planetary gear with two inputs was analyzed. The analysis was not detailed analysis
including forces but just by using some input rotational speed and resulting output. Simple
planetary gear was modeled according to the planetary gear used in IVD model. The details
used for modelling simple planetary gear is presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Details of simple planetary gear with multiple inputs

No. of Teeth

Sun

Planet

Ring

44

25

-97

Face Width

36 mm

Pressure angle

20 degrees

Normal module

1.5 mm

Sun gear and planet carrier were used as two inputs while output was studied from the ring
gear. The simulation model developed in ADAMS can be seen in Figure 12 following.
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Figure 12. Simulation model of simple planetary gear with two inputs

Simple planetary gear was modeled using ADAMS machinery feature provided by ADAMS.
Simplified method was used while modeling planetary gear set in ADAMS. This method
calculates the gear forces and backlash between the gear pair analytically and friction is
neglected. The details of planetary gear used for simulation can be seen from Table 3 and
the details are same as IVD model planetary gear. Different input motion to the carrier was
tested by keeping constant input motion for sun gear.

The main aim of this study was to verify the direction of output in regards to input motion
in sun and carrier. In IVD model planetary gear output should be changed from one direction
to other by changing the speed of carrier. The carrier and the sun are always rotating in one
direction only so it was important to study the planetary gear mechanism which can give
forward, stationary and reverse motion when input direction is unchangeable. This is mainly
because of the fact that rotational speed provided by the engine of a vehicle is unidirectional
only.

The simple planetary gear set used in IVD model was modeled in ADAMS and analyzed.
The results obtained during the analysis of simple planetary gear is presented in this chapter.
The main aim of this simulation was to see how the rotation direction and change in speed
of rotation of planet carrier will contribute to the behavior of output ring gear. Simple planet
gear was kept simple enough and tested with the varying rotational speed of planet carrier
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and with a different direction of input motion. Along the simulation, rotation speed and
rotation direction of input provided to sun gear was kept constant. The results obtained from
the simulation are presented in Figure 13 and Figure 14. In Figure 13 results obtained while
carrier and sun gear is rotating in the same direction is presented. Input motion to the carrier
was varied and tested for different rotational speed in the same direction.

Figure 13. Rotational speed of sun, ring and carrier

From the results obtained it can be seen that giving the same direction of input to sun and
carrier and by varying the rotational speed of carrier and keeping the rotational speed of sun
constant different output can be obtained. It can be seen that, with varying speed of carrier
all the required output for IVD that is forward, stationary and reverse can be obtained.

In Figure 14 results obtained by giving the different direction of rotational input to sun and
carrier are presented. The input to the carrier was given in different direction than to the sun
and was tested with different rotational speed.
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Figure 14. Rotational Speed of sun, ring and carrier

Results obtained from this simulation suggests that, if the direction of rotation of carrier is
different than the direction of rotation of sun gear then different output direction can never
be achieved.

The study of simple planetary gear was done to study the functionality of planetary gear
when there is multi-input. The results obtained from the simulation of simple planetary gear
was important in application of IVD mechanism. The results obtained from the simulation
provided important aspect that is, influence of direction of rotation of carrier and sun. The
results obtained from the simulation suggested that the rotational direction of sun gear and
planet carrier should be in same direction in order to obtain all the required output that is
reverse, stationary and forward.

4.3 Two Stage Planetary Gear Set
The two stage planetary gear train was studied as the subsystem initially. The planetary gear
with multi-input was studied. Analytical calculations to obtain rotational speed and torque
was carried out based on methodology presented by Kahraman [18] and was compared with
results obtained from the simulation. The kinematic configuration of the compound
planetary gear is different from the planetary gear used in the IVD system. The kinematic
configuration of the planetary gear was changed in order to study the possibility of
alternative sub-system that can be used in IVD system.
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ADAMS was used for modeling and dynamic analysis of the planetary gear set. The model
was built in ADAMS using inbuilt features for the gears. The model was made simple
enough to carry out the basic analysis. Some of the features were not included in the model
itself. The model build in ADAMS is presented in the following Figure 15. The details of
the connection can be seen in Figure 15.

Two stage planetary gear was modeled. In the model, input shaft was connected to the sun
gear of both stages. Planet carrier of the first stage was fixed, while ring gear of the first gear
was connected to the planet carrier of the second stage using fixed joint. The main aim was
to study the planet gear with two inputs. The output was taken from the ring gear of the
second stage and input was supplied to sun gear from the input shaft and planet carrier from
the ring gear of the first stage. Torque distribution was the main aspect to be explored during
the analysis. The details of the number of teeth and number of planet gear are presented in
Table 4 following. The compound planetary gear for the first stage was created using normal
spur gear feature available in ADAMS since, compound planetary inbuilt feature was not
available. The first stage of two stage planetary gear set consisted of double planet
configuration. The first stage compound planetary stage consisted of 3 pairs of planet gears
placed in equal angle of 120 degrees. The planetary gear in second stage was modelled using
inbuilt feature for planetary gear available in ADAMS.

Table 4 Details of the planetary gear
Sun

Ring

Planet

(number of teeth)

(number of teeth)

(number of teeth)

1st stage

40

80

10/10

2nd stage

40

80

20

According to the specification presented in Table 4, simulation model was created in
ADAMS and analyzed.
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Figure 15. Double Stage Planetary gear modeled in ADAMS

The planetary gears modeled for the simulation were modeled using rigid body approach.
The approach was assumed to give the required results. Any friction losses, bearings, teeth
factors were not included in the modeling process of the planetary gear simulation model.

For the analytical calculation of the two stage planetary gear set, a kinematic and power flow
analysis methodology presented by Kahraman [18] was used. MATHCAD was used for the
analytical calculations. In the methodology presented, separate kinematic equation can be
written for the two stages. Number of equations is equal to the number of meshes, that is 3
meshes for first stage and two meshes for second stage. The three meshes are sun to first
planet, first planet to the second planet and second planet to ring. Similarly, in the second
stage it is simple planetary gear with single planet so the meshes are sun to planet and planet
to ring yeilding two equations. The kinematic equations for the first and second stage can
be expressed as:

s1  Zs1   p11  Z p11  c1  (Zs1  Z p11 )  0

(24)

r1  Zr1   p12  Z p12  c1  (Zr1  Z p12 )  0

(25)

 p11  Z p11   p12  Z p12  c1  (Z p11  Z p12 )  0

(26)

s 2  Zs 2   p 2  Z p 2  c 2  (Zs 2  Z p 2 )  0

(27)

r 2  Zr 2   p 2  Z p 2  c 2  (Zr 2  Z p 2 )  0

(28)

Where, r , Z r , s , Z s represent angular velocity of ring gear, number of teeth of ring gear,
angular velocity of sun gear and number of teeth of sun gear and additional numbering is
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done for the stage which it belongs to, that is 1 for first stage and 2 for second stage.
Similarly,  p and Z p represents rotational speed of planet gear and number of teeth of planet
gear while additional sub indexing is used for representing which planet and from which
stage. The double planet is represented by two numbers first specifying the stage and second
specifying the planet number and for single planet case single number specifying the stage
is used.

The additional constraints are formed by the conditions: any rigid connection between two
members have same rotational speed, any member that is held stationary has 0 rotational
speed, input member is identified and known. The input speed was assumed to be 2500 rpm.
The additional constraints in the studied system can be expressed as:

c1  0

(29)

c 2   r 1

(30)

in  2500rpm

(31)

s1  in  s 2

(32)

For external connections and torque analysis, assuming no losses in the system, torque
balance and power balance equation were used. The torque balance and power balance
equations can be expressed as:
Nt

Tsj  Trj  Tcj     Tkimj  0
i 1 k m

(33)

j  `1

Nt

Tsjsj  Trjrj  Tcjcj     Tkimjmj  0
i 1 k m

(34)

j  `1

Where, N t is number of stage. Tsj , Trj , and Tcj are the external torques applied to the central
members (sun, ring, and carrier) of the jth gear set, k, m = sun, planets, ring, and carrier, Tkimj
is the torque exerted by member k of i stage to member m of j stage.

Additional equations are obtained by imposing the conditions: external torque assigned to
any central member which is not input, output or reaction member is 0, for any fixed
connection Tkimj + Tmikj =0, and input torque Tin is known. By implementing the equations for
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torque balance and power balance expressed in equation (34) and equation (35) , the
equations for studied system can be expressed as,

Ts1  Tr1  Tc1  Tc 2r1  0

(35)

Ts1  Tr1  Tc1  Tr1c 2  0

(36)

Ts1s1  Tr1r1  Tc1c1  Tc 2r1r1  0

(37)

Ts 2s 2  Tr 2r 2  Tc 2c 2  Tr1c 2c 2  0

(38)

Tc 2 r1  Tr1c 2

(39)

Tr1  0

(40)

Tc 2  0

(41)

Ts1  Ts 2  Tin  360Nm

(42)

The equations formulated can be solved for the power flow analysis. The equations were
solved and compared with simulation results.

The simulation was done using input speed of 2500rpm and 360 Nm torque. The results
obtained for rotational speeds of different components, from the simulation can be seen in
Figure 16.

Figure 16. Rotational speed of different components obtained from simulation

The ring 1 in the figure implies to the ring gear of first stage while output ring implies to the
second stage ring gear where the output is taken from. Similarly, carrier 2 implies the carrier
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of the second stage and sun 2 implies to the sun gear of second stage. The results obtained
from analytical calculation are presented in the Table 5 .

Table 5. Results of rotational speeds (from analytical calculation)
Input

2500 rpm

Ring 1

1250 rpm

Carrier 2

1250 rpm

Output ring (ring 2)

625 rpm

Sun 2

2500 rpm

It can be seen that both results (simulations and analytical) are similar. Rotational speed
calculation can be done using both approach and will yield in similar results.

The torque analysis is difficult when there is multiple stages of planetary gears. The torque
analysis was the main focus point of this simulation and analytical approach. The torque
distribution results obtained from the simulation are presented in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Torque distribution in double stage planetary gear obtained from simulation
model

Similarly, comparison of results obtained from analytical calculations and simulation, for
the torque distribution can be seen from Table 6.
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Table 6. Torque distribution in different components of two-stage planetary gear
Components

Torque

Ts1

1080 Nm

Tc1

1080 Nm

Tr1c 2

2160 Nm

Tc 2 r1

-2160 Nm

Ts 2

-720 Nm

Tr 2

-1440 Nm

The results obtained from the simulation of two-stage planetary gear are similar to the results
obtained using an analytical approach. Comparison of analytical approach and simulation
approach suggests that both approach can be used to study similar systems.

4.4 One-Way Overrunning Clutch
The one-way overrunning clutch was studied as the sub-system before applying to the overall
IVD simulation model. The aim of this simulation was to study the behavior of the one-way
overrunning clutch before using it in the IVD simulation model. The study included basic
simulation of simple model operating with the principle of one-way overrunning clutch. The
model was created with two races that is, inner race and outer race. The model was built in
ADAMS and the model can be seen in Figure 18.

Figure 18. One-way overrunning clutch
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The syntax used in ADAMS for the functions are presented in Table 7. The torque applied
was defined as:

Torque  (k  (  rev )  c  )  STEP( ,0,0,0.1,1)

(43)

Where k is the stiffness, c is damping,  is the relative angle,  is relative angular velocity
and  rev is angle created while overrunning or moving in opposite direction from which is
required. Step function used will return torque value as either 0 or Torque depending on the
direction of angular velocity.

To model the one-way overrunning clutch, simple model with inner and outer race was
created and two reference markers were created in both. The location and orientation of the
markers in both bodies were same initially. The name of the marker created in the inner race
is named “inner_ref” and the marker created in the outer race is named “outer_ref”. Initially,
angle measure of a marker attached to inner race with respect to the marker on the outer race
was created. The measure was created using function measure. Then angular velocity
measure was defined for the markers. After defining angle measure and angular velocity
measure differential function was defined. “If” function was used to define the differential
function as:

 if
  0
y

0 otherwise


(44)

And  rev is defined as,

rev   y

(45)

The differential function was used to measure the reverse angle for overrunning clutch. One
direction rotation was only transmitting torque and rotational motion, so when it was going
in a reverse direction or freewheeling that angle has to be reduced. After defining all these
items torque was created using these parameters.
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Table 7. Syntax used for defining different function
Function

Syntax

Angle Measure

AZ(inner_ref, outer_ref)

Angular Velocity
Measure

WZ(inner_ref, outer_ref, outer_ref)

Differential

if(WZ(inner_ref, outer_ref, outer_ref):WZ(inner_ref, outer_ref,

Function

outer_ref),0,WZ(inner_ref, outer_ref, outer_ref))
(1e5*(AZ(inner_ref, outer_ref)-

Torque

Dif(.bearing_trial_fricforce.DIFF_1))+(1e3*WZ(inner_ref,
outer_ref, outer_ref)))*Step(WZ(inner_ref, outer_ref,
outer_ref),0,0,0.1d,1)

The input motion was described as the joint motion to the inner race of the one-way
overrunning clutch. The motion input was defined as 15d +(sin(pi/2* time)) and simulation
was done for 10 seconds. The result obtained from the simulation can be seen as the plot
presented in Figure 19.

Figure 19. Angular velocity of inner race and outer race of one-way overrunning clutch

The results of angular velocity of the inner race and outer race of one-way overrunning clutch
can be seen in Figure 19. It can be seen that the transfer of rotational speed from inner race
to outer race is happening when the inner race is rotating in the one direction but no other
way around. After verification with this simple model, the one-way overrunning clutch was
modeled in IVD simulation model using the same approach.
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5 INFINITELY VARIABLE DRIVE

The proposed IVD can be classified as the IVT type transmission system which can achieve
continuous gear ratio change including reverse and stationary. The proposed IVD can
achieve a high level of fuel efficiency since it allows input to be constant at the sweet spot
of engine operating range. It can be applicable to recent hybrid vehicles and there are lot
more features of IVD to explore. Theoretically, IVD should achieve high mechanical
efficiency since the torque transfer is done by using mechanical components and gears unlike
other CVTs and IVTs options which use friction based mechanism to transfer torque.

In this IVD single input is split and supplied to different components of the transmission.
The input available from the engine is connected to input shaft which is then directly
connected to the sun gear of the planet gear set used in the system. The slider mechanism is
connected to same input shaft which is then connected to the swash plate. The change in
position of slider mechanism will result in the change of angle of the swash plate. The swash
plate contains 6 rods placed as pairs in equal interval of 120 degrees along the swash plate.
The rods are connected to rocker arms which are connected to bevel gear shaft via
overrunning one-way clutch. The wobbling motion of swash plate creates some translational
movement of the rods connected to it which will then be converted to rotational motion of
the bevel gear shaft with the help of one way overrunning clutch. Bevel gear set contains
three bevel gears and a pinion which acts as the planet carrier to the planetary gear used in
the system. By adjusting the slider location, the tilt angle can be changed which will result
in a change of carrier speed. The different carrier speed with constant sun gear speed will
give different range of output (forward, neutral and reverse). The output required in vehicle
application are reverse, neutral, and forward and all of these can be achieved using this
mechanism.

The simulation model of the IVD was modeled using multibody simulation software
ADAMS and was studied. The PoC of the IVD was built during the IVD project and
measurements were done with the PoC. The measurements obtained from the proof of
concept (PoC) was compared with the virtual prototype (that is simulation model).
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5.1 IVD Simulation Model
The core concept of IVD is to split single input into two inputs resulting into two inputs for
the final planetary gear set. The infinitely variable drive was studied using ADAMS
multibody simulation software. The 3D model of the IVD was built using 3D modeling
software Solidworks. The description of the material properties was done using ADAMS
material library. Bevel gears and planetary gears used in the system were created in ADAMS
using the inbuilt features. Joints and constraints in the system were added after importing
the 3D model. The simulation model was finalized in ADAMS. The finalized simulation
model can be seen in following Figure 20.

Figure 20. Simulation model of IVD

The simulation model consists of bevel gears and planetary gear set. The input motion is
given to the input shaft which is connected to the sun gear of planetary gear and swash plate
mechanism. The output from the bevel gear set is used as the input to the planet carrier of
the planetary gear set. The ring gear of the planetary gear set is the final output motion. The
one-way overrunning clutch was modeled using the mathematical description as described
in an earlier chapter that is chapter 4.4. The details of the bearings were not included in the
simulation model. A simulation model was made simple in order to simplify the study of
mechanism and functionality.
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Simulation Model Consideration
A simulation model for IVD was made simple in order to facilitate the study of the
mechanism and functionality. In order to make simulation model, some details were not
included. Bearings were not included into the simulation model. The model was modeled as
the rigid body that is the flexibility of the different parts were not included in the model.
Some of the parts which did not contribute to the overall functionality of the simulation
model like housings, casings were not included in the simplified model. Certain other
machine elements components like screws, bolts were also not included in the simulation
model. Most of the joints constraints in simulation model were idealized joints like revolute,
fixed, spherical, translational and some primitive joints. Joint friction was not considered in
the simulation model. Some parts imported were merged and made single part wherever
possible to reduce the number of fixed joint. Overrunning one-way clutch were modeled
using mathematical modeling approach.

Components of Simulation Model
The major components used in building simulation model of IVD are planetary gear set,
bevel gear set, overrunning one-way clutch, input shaft, swash plate and other components
named as rocker arm, push rods, bevel gear shaft, and slider. Components used in the
simulation model and their numbering can be seen in Figure 21 following. The numbering
of the components and their corresponding names are presented in Table 8.

2
1

6
7

4

8

Figure 21. Main components of IVD with numbering

5

3
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Table 8 presented contains the name used for the numbered components in Figure 21. As
can be seen from Figure 21, a physical representation of overrunning one-way clutch is not
included in the whole simulation model. Also, bearings are not modeled and not considered
in this simulation model.

Table 8 Components Identification
Component’s Name

Id number

Push rods

1

Bevel Gear Shaft

2

Planetary gear set

3

Input Shaft

4

Bevel gear set

5

Rocker arms

6

Slider

7

Swash Plate

8

The details of planetary gear used in IVD simulation model is presented in Table 9. Table 9
gives details on the number of teeth, face width and normal module of the planetary gear
used in IVD simulation model. The three options available in ADAMS are simplified, 3D
(three-dimensional) contact and detailed, for modeling planetary gear set. A simplified
modeling approach was used from three options available in ADAMS in modeling planetary
gear set. Friction is neglected in this approach and analytical approach is used for calculating
the gear forces and backlash between the gear pair.

Table 9 Details of simulation model planetary gear

No. of Teeth

Sun

Planet

Ring

44

25

-97

Face Width

36 mm

Pressure angle

20 degrees

Normal module

1.5 mm
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In Table 9, negative sign in a number of teeth implies that it is gear with internal teeth. A
number of planets were three in planetary gear set modeled. The axis of rotation or the main
axis is global z-axis. The material was defined as steel which was readily available in
ADAMS library.

The details of the bevel gears used in simulation model can be found from Table 10
following. The bevel gears modeling was done using ADAMS inbuilt gears feature. The gear
model can be seen in Figure 22. Figure 22 shows the basic orientation of the placement of
the bevel gears.

Driver
Gear 1

2

1

6
7

4

Driver
Gear 2

Driven
Gear

8

5

Driver
Gear 23

Figure 22. Bevel gear orientation and placement

A simplified modeling approach for bevel gears was used in modeling bevel gears. In
simplified modeling, approach friction is neglected. Bevel gears were modeled in such a way
that there were three input gears (driving gears) and one final output gear (driven gear/bevel
pinion) as can be seen from Figure 22. The details of the orientation, number of teeth and
other parameters used to define bevel gears can be found in Table 10. The orientation given
in Table 10 is based on the global coordinate system of the simulation model.
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Table 10. Details of the bevel gear

No. of teeth

Driving Gear 1

Driving Gear 2

Driving Gear 3

Driven Gear

43

43

43

27

60,90,180

0,180,0

Pressure Angle

20 degrees

Mean Spiral Angle

35 degrees

Face Width

22 mm

Transversal module

2.2

Orientation (x,y,z)
(degrees)

180,90,180

300,90,180

Mass properties of the gears were defined by using default library and a material selected
was steel.

The physical representation of overrunning one-way clutch is not present in the simulation
model. Force was defined between the parts bevel gear shaft and rocker arm. Bevel gear
shaft and rocker arm were connected via a revolute joint. Total of six overrunning one-way
clutches was modeled in the simulation model. The modeling of one way overrunning
clutches was done using the approach described in chapter 4.4. The one-way overrunning
clutches were introduced in IVD simulation model after the verification of the simple model.

For all the other components and parts, they were created in Solidworks and imported to
ADAMS. IGES format was used while importing model from Solidworks to ADAMS.
Material properties were defined using ADAMS library of materials and material selected
was steel.

Joints and Constraints
IVD model studied contained several idealized joints and some joint primitives. The
simulation model was kept as simple as possible. Joint constraints were defined by
standardized joint components readily available in ADAMS. There was a possibility to
define joint as constraints equation in ADAMS but that approach was not required and was
not used during this study. The number of different joints and constraints used can be seen
from the Figure 23.
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Figure 23. Total number of parts and Constraints

Constraining bodies in the multibody system is an important aspect. When constraining
bodies, it should be noted that which body translation or rotation is restricted relatively. For
example, if the door is to be connected to the wall, five movements of the door with respect
to the wall should be constrained. While using multibody dynamic software proper care must
be taken while creating joints. In ADAMS, when creating a joint between the bodies, body
selected first will be constrained relative to the second body selected. In case of constraining
door to the wall, the door should be selected first if selected otherwise wall will be
constrained 5 DOF relative to the door. The constraints were verified frequently to check if
there are any redundant constraints. The presence of redundant constraints might result into
simulation error.

Inputs and Outputs
Input motion in the simulation model was given from the input shaft which is connected to
the slider body and sun gear of planetary gear set as can be seen from Figure 21. Input motion
was given to the revolute joint connecting shaft to the ground. The input motion was
prescribed as the joint motion. The single input was distributed to two. The input shaft was
connected to the sun gear of the planetary gear set and slider mechanism. The planetary gear
set in IVD mechanism has two inputs and one output. The input for planet carrier of the
planetary gear set was obtained from the resulting output of the bevel gear set. The output
from the whole IVD mechanism was taken from ring gear of planetary gear set. The linear
movement of rods was transformed to rotational motion using rocker arms and used as the
input to three bevel gear shafts which were connected to bevel gears. The motion transfer
from rocker arms to bevel gear shaft was limited to one direction using overrunning one-
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way clutch. The final output motion of the bevel gear was then supplied as input to the planet
carrier of the planet gear set.

One input joint motion was given to the translational joint connecting slider to the input
shaft. The movement of the slider altered the tilt angle of the swash plate. Different output
resulting from changing the angle of tilt plate were studied. The input motion for the
translational joint was described as translational displacement.

5.2 Simulation Results
The simulation model of the IVD was created and was simulated. The study was done for
different parts of the IVD. The study included the study of the movement of tilt plate, push
rods movements, and final outputs. The study of relation between the slider mechanism and
tilt angle was done during this project. The simulation was done using different tilt angle
(basically in range of 0-12.5 degrees) of the swash plate. The results obtained from the
simulation are presented in this section of the thesis. The constant input speed of 60rpm was
used in all the simulation performed. Before simulation of the entire IVD model, stepwise
simulation was done.

Swash Plate and Angle Adjustment
The simulation model created was used to study the behavior of swash plate and the slider
mechanism which was changing the angle of swash plate. The tilt angle change is an
important aspect in IVD mechanism. The change in tilt angle will result in the change of
bevel pinion rotation which is input for the planet carrier. To study the behavior of the system
several studies were made with changing angle of swash plate (that is tilt angle). The swash
plate tilt angle is handled by the slider mechanism connected to it. The linear movement of
slider mechanism will result in a change of angle of swash plate (tilt angle). The location of
the slider was assumed at 0 when tilt angle was 12.5 degrees since, initially the simulation
model was built with 12.5 degrees of tilt angle. The movement of slider was in negative
direction from the coordinate selected. The results for tilt angle with different location of
slider mechanism can be seen from Figure 24.
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Figure 24. Tilt Angle with reference to the slider mechanism location

During this simulation translational motion was imposed in the translational joint connecting
the slider mechanism to the input shaft. The motion imposed in the translational joint will
result into the change in tilt angle of swash plate. Input rotational motion to the input shaft
was kept constant at 60rpm. The trend how tilt angle is changing with the linear displacement
of the slider can be seen from the Figure 24.

Push Rods
There are total of 6 push rods in IVD model. The push rods are connected to swash plate in
one side and to rocker arms on other. The push rods provide translational push movements
to the rocker arms and rocker arms turn that translational displacement to rotational
movement. The rocker arm are then connected to bevel gear shaft using one-way
overrunning clutch. The functionality study of push rods is important aspect since they
contribute in overall output of IVD. The translational displacement and velocity of push rods
were studied using the simulation model. Due to the fact that the rocker arms are connected
to the bevel gear shafts using one-way overrunning clutches it is important to know which
movement of push rods (pull or push) is functional. By the use of one-way overrunning
clutches only one (either push or pull) movement of push rods are converted to the rotational
movement of the bevel gear shafts. In this simulation model of IVD the push rods are
numbered clockwise from 1 to 6 starting from top left (in reference to XY plane of global
coordinate system). The numbering of rods can be seen from Figure 25.
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Rod 1

Rod 6

Rod 5

Rod 2

Rod 3

Rod 4

Figure 25. Numbering of push rods

All the odd numbered rods are functional during the push movements and even numbered
rods are functional during the pull movements. The push movement is defined as the
translational movement in the negative z-axis of global coordinate system. The translational
displacement and velocity with respect to global z axis, of six rods connected to the swash
plate were studied with some fixed angle and changing tilt angle.

The translational displacement of the push rods when tilt angle is 12.5 degrees is presented
in Figure 26. The displacement of the rods are measured with respect to the marker placed
in center of the swash plate. The displacement is measured with respect to the z-axis of
global coordinate system.

Figure 26. Translational displacement of push rods with tilt angle 12.5 degrees.
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In the figure it can be seen that there is some phase shift between the rods from the same
pair. The phase shift can be described as the result of the placement of rods and wobbling
motion of the swash plate.

The behavior of push rods were studied with varying tilt angle of the swash plate. The results
obtained for the displacement of the push rods with varying tilt angle is presented in Figure
27.

Figure 27. Translational displacement of rods with changing angle.

The results presented shows the behavior change in displacement of the push rods with
changing tilt angle of the swash plate. It can be seen that as tilt angle approaches zero degrees
the displacement of the push rods also approach towards zero. This change in the
displacement of the push rods will result in the changing gear ratio in the proposed IVD
mechanism.

The velocity of push rods is important aspect in regards to the final output of the system.
The velocity of push rods were studied using different tilt angle of the swash plate. The
velocity of push rods when tilt angle is 12.5 degrees can be seen from Figure 28.
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Figure 28. Translational velocity of push rods with tilt angle of 12.5 degrees

Slight difference in velocity of the push rods can be observed from the presented result. The
reason behind this small difference is not clear and needs to be explored. This difference
might have some effects in the final output of the system. This might be the reason of the
misalignment of the markers placement in the simulation model or the result of the
kinematics of the mechanism which is not clearly visible at this point.

Figure 29. Translational velocity of push rods with changing angle

The results obtained shows how the translational velocity of the rods are changing with
change in the tilt angle of the swash plate. Similar behavior of the displacement and velocity
can be seen by comparing the displacement results and velocity results with changing tilt
angle.
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Rocker Arm Angular Velocity
The angular velocity of rocker arms were studied. The push rods are attached to the rocker
arm and they transform the translational displacement of push rods to the rotational motion.
The study of rocker arm velocity was important since they are connected to the bevel gear
shaft and the velocity of rocker arms will highly affect the final output. The first study was
done by simulating the model with the maximum tilt angle that is 12.5 degrees. The angular
velocity of rocker arms along the bevel shaft axial direction can be seen from Figure 30.

Figure 30. Angular velocity of rocker arms

As can be seen from the figure the angular velocity of rocker arms are also different as was
for the velocity of push rods. This might be explained by the observation made earlier in the
results obtained for the velocity of push rods. The reason for the difference in the rocker arm
velocity is the result of the difference in the velocity of the push rods. This difference in the
velocity of the rocker arms will have some effect in the final output of the system.

One way Overrunning Clutch
The one way overrunning clutch was the important component of the IVD mechanism. With
the help of rocker arm and one way overrunning clutch linear velocity of the push rods were
converted to the rotational motion of the bevel gears. There were total of 6 overrunning
clutches used in the IVD mechanism. The different one way clutch were functional
(transferring torque and rotational speed) at different time. The working direction for the
push rods were either in push movement or pull movement and this was achieved by using
one way clutches. The rods that were functional during the push movements are 1,3, and 5
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and during pull movement were 2,4, and 6. The one way overrunning clutches were modelled
using the approach described in the chapter 4.4.

The study of the torque in the one way overrunning clutch was made. The behavior of the
one way overrunning clutch is presented in Figure 31. Figure shows the torque transferred
by the different one way overrunning clutches, from the rocker arm to the bevel gear shafts.

Figure 31. Torque transferred by one way overrunning clutches

As can be seen from the figure the one way clutches are functional as the one way clutches
since it can be seen that they are transferring torque in one direction only. The differences
can be seen for the different one way clutches and this again is resulting from the difference
in the velocity of the push rods and the rocker arms.

Bevel Gear
The Bevel pinion acted as the planet carrier of the planetary gear set in the IVD mechanism.
The simulation was done in the IVD simulation model without including the final planetary
gear set. This simulation was done in order to know the behavior of bevel pinion. Since,
bevel pinion is acting as the carrier of the planetary gear set, the behavior of bevel pinion is
important aspect. Resistance torque was applied to bevel pinion in order to compensate the
inertial effect. When simulated without resistance torque the bevel pinion was rotating with
the maximum velocity acquired and due to this the true behavior was difficult to measure.
The results obtained from the simulation is presented in Figure 32. The behavior of the bevel
pinion was not continuous in nature so to observe the reasons behind the behavior simulation
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was done using several different approaches. The simulation was done using one rod and
repeated for all 6 rods and finally with all 6 rods activated. The simulation was done using
12.5 degrees of tilt angle.

Figure 32. Bevel pinion behavior with 12.5 degrees tilt angle

The behavior of the bevel pinion is not continuous as was expected. This discontinuity is
evident from figure 26 where the peak of the curve labelled as ‘all rods’ is seen to decline
from (282 deg/s -242 deg/s) instead of progressing at steady pace in a horizontal direction.
Some behavior can be seen from the results obtained. It can be seen that when one rod stops
providing input to the bevel gears there is gap other rod starts acting. The idea of 6 rods was
to make the continuous results of the bevel pinion but that is not the case as seen from the
results. Figure 26 and Figure 32 can be studied together to get an idea on this behavior of
the bevel pinion. It can be seen that rod 1 starts working at first then when it starts to pull
back the pull movement of rod 6 is working, after rod 6, rod 3 starts working and rod 4
follows. The work of rod 5 cannot be seen from the results obtained. The reason for this
might be the placement of the rods in swash plate. It might be possible to achieve continuous
output for the bevel pinion if the rod placement are optimized.

Final Output of IVD
The final output of the IVD simulation model was studied. The final output measurement
was taken from the ring gear of the planetary gear set of IVD. The simulation was done using
different tilt angle of the swash plate. The input speed of 60 rpm was used throughout the
simulation.
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Initially, the simulation of the whole IVD model was done using 12.5 degrees tilt angle and
with applied braking load in the ring gear of the planetary gear. The results obtained from
the simulation is presented in Figure 33. The angular velocity of sun gear, bevel pinion,
carrier, and ring gear can be seen from the figure. The bevel pinion is fixed with the carrier
of the planetary gear set.

Figure 33. Angular velocity of sun, bevel pinion, carrier, and ring (with 12.5 deg. tilt angle)

The angular velocity of different components can be observed from the presented result.
Angular velocity of the sun is continuous at 60 rpm while others have some fluctuation
present in their angular velocity. This can be explained from the reasons stated earlier. The
discontinuous angular velocity of the bevel pinion explains this type of output.

The simulation was repeated without applying any braking load in the ring gear. The
simulation was done with 12.5 degrees tilt angle and the results of the simulation can be seen
in Figure 34. Based on the built model 12.5 degrees angle of tilt plate is assumed to be the
maximum angle and it should produce the maximum speed achievable in this model. The
speed of input, planet carrier, and output (ring gear) can be seen from the figure.
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Figure 34. Simulation Results with 12.5 degrees tilt angle

The results obtained from the simulation model shows that with input speed of 60rpm, output
of 41.25rpm in ring gear can be obtained with this model. The gear ratio for the speed
obtained by this system in this angle is about 0.686.

The results obtained from the simulation when tilt angle is 10 degrees can be seen from
Figure 35 following. It can be regarded as the intermediate speed obtained from this model
of IVD.

Figure 35. Simulation Results with 10 degrees tilt angle

The results obtained from simulation model shows that, when tilt angle is 10 degrees, with
input speed of 60 rpm output speed of 27.17 rpm can be obtained. The speed gear ratio in
this angle is about 0.453.
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The results obtained from the simulation model when tilt angle is 6.5 degrees can be seen
from Figure 36. This can be regarded as the low speed obtained in this model.

Figure 36. Simulation Results with 6.5 degrees tilt angle

The results obtained from simulation model shows that, when tilt angle is 6.5 degrees, with
input speed of 60rpm output speed of 27.17 rpm can be obtained. The speed gear ratio in this
angle is about 0.131.

The neutral can be achieved in between the forward and reverse. In current configuration of
IVD model the neutral can be achieved at 5.06 degrees tilt angle of swash plate. Figure 37
shows the results obtained at 5.06 degrees of tilt angle.

Figure 37. Neutral output with tilt angle 5.06 degrees
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Figure 38 shows the results obtained when tilt angle is about 0.12 degrees. This the region
where almost maximum reverse should be achieved with this model of IVD. The maximum
reverse condition achievable should occur at 0 degrees tilt angle.

Figure 38. Simulation Results with about 0.12 degrees tilt angle

The results obtained from simulation model shows that, when tilt angle is 0.12 degrees, with
input speed of 60 rpm output speed of about -26.57 rpm can be obtained. The negative sign
in output rotational speed implies that the output and input are rotating in opposite direction.
The speed gear ratio in this angle is about -0.443.

5.3 Proof of Concept (PoC) Measurement Results
The PoC of IVD was developed during the project. The dimensions of the PoC and
simulation model are same. Different measurements were done with the PoC in order to
compare the results of PoC measurements and simulation results.

During the measurement of PoC, three sensors were installed in PoC to measure the
rotational speed of three components that is, input, carrier, and output (ring). Input speed
was provided using a motor. The input speed was varied by changing the voltage of the input
to motor. Figure 39 shows the laboratory setup for the measurements. Operating range is
based on the angle of swash plate (tilt angle) which is in the range of 0-12.5 degrees (approx.)
in the current model of IVD. The maximum reverse should be achieved at 0 degrees angle
of swash plate and maximum forward at maximum angle (that is 12.5 degrees). The neutral
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gear ratio should be achieved in certain range between the maximum and minimum of the
swash plate angle (that is tilt angle).

Figure 39. Laboratory Setup for measurements

The aim of measurement was to find out how the system is functioning. Several different
angles and input speed were tried during the measurement of the PoC. The angle
measurement was not done during the PoC measurement. The angle was adjusted manually.
The readings from the measurement were imported to excel and the plots were created using
Excel.

Reverse Test
The test was done to achieve the reverse meaning the opposite output direction from the
input direction of rotation. The measurement was done with 0 degrees angle to achieve
maximum reverse since it is the lowest angle in the operating range. The measurements were
done at two different speeds. When measuring the PoC all the components were rotating
with the same rotational speed. The measurement setup did not included any means for
measuring torque. The output ring was rotating in the opposite direction than what was
planned to achieve. The one-way overrunning clutch started overrunning which caused
planet carrier to overrun with the speed of sun gear. The reverse was not achieved in this
configuration. The results obtained from the measurement can be seen as a plot in Figure 40.
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Figure 40. Reverse measurement results

The results of measurement can be seen from the plot and it can be observed that the
rotational speed of input, carrier, and output (ring) is almost the same. The lower speed of
carrier and output (ring) can be explained by some losses in the system for example friction
losses.

The system should have zero speed in carrier in this configuration. When carrier speed is
zero, maximum reverse should be achieved. The two measurements were done by holding
carrier and bevel gear stationary manually, and both approach basically, should produce the
same outcome. Table 11 presented shows the comparison of two different conditions and
results. The table was created by taking an average of the readings. The plot obtained when
planet carrier was held stationary manually is presented in Figure 41 and plot obtained when
bevel gear was stopped manually is presented in Figure 42. It can be seen from the table by
both means similar gear ratio for reverse motion can be obtained.

Table 11. Reverse measurements with different conditions
Reverse (Carrier Stop)

Reverse (Bevel Stop)

56.678

95.373

Carrier Speed (RPM)

0

0

Output Speed (RPM)

-25.705

-43.248

Gear Ratio

-0.453

-0.453

Input Speed (RPM)
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Figure 41. Measurement results for the reverse output (carrier held stationary)
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Figure 42. Measurement of reverse while bevel gear is held stationary

At zero degrees tilt angle the planet carrier should be at rest and it should give maximum
reverse gear ratio. The actual PoC did not behave in the way how it should. When there was
zero degrees angle all the components were driven by input speed. All the components were
rotating with the same speed and planet carrier was held in rest manually to obtain this result.
The rotational speed of input was about 57rpm and output rotational speed was about -26
rpm. The gear ratio in this arrangement was about -0.453.
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Forward Speed Test
The measurement of the forward motion was done using two different tilt angles. The
measurement of tilt angle was not possible with current measurement setup. The two forward
speed with different tilt angle are referred as forward 1 and forward 2. The tilt angle of swash
plate is higher in forward 2 compared forward 1. With forward 1, one additional
measurement was done with different input speed. Similar to the reverse test, the system was
freewheeling. The results were similar to the results obtained in reverse test. The
measurements of forward motion can be seen from Table 12.

Table 12. Measurements for forward motion
Forward 1 ( No

Forward 1 New

Load)

Speed

Input

54.983

94.512

50.359

Carrier

54.223

93.266

49.304

Output

54.127

92.961

49.346

Gear Ratio

0.985

0.984

0.980

Forward 2

The freewheeling of the entire system can be observed from the table presented. The main
reason for the freewheeling was assumed to be the absence of resistance force in output
(ring). The tests were repeated by applying some resistance load in the output (ring)
manually and the results obtained can be seen from Table 13.

Table 13. Measurements for forward motion with application of braking load
Forward 1

Forward 1 New
Speed

Forward 2

Input

53.471

90.753

48.203

Carrier

30.839

57.820

35.927

Output

21.561

47.011

32.886

Gear Ratio

0.403

0.518

0.682

From the table, it can seen that the gear ratio of forward 1 is not the same with two different
input speed. The ratio should be independent of the input speed. It is mostly because the
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average of the results obtained from the measurement was used to calculate gear ratio and in
case of forward 1 with speed of 53.471 measurement setup, error was occurred. The error in
the measurement of forward 1 with speed of 53.471 was caused by the mechanism handling
the tilt angle of the system. The mechanism was not locked properly during the measurement
which caused in a change of tilt angle and that resulted in changing the gear ratio. The results
obtained by this setup (applying manual resistance load) explains the situation when this
system is installed in vehicles and is connected to driving the wheels. The resistance load
will be present in the wheels, which will create resistance load in the output (ring). For the
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forward case it can be said that system is working as it should be.
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Figure 43. Measurement of input, output, and carrier at forward 1 with 90rpm

With input speed of about 90 rpm, carrier speed of about 58rpm and output speed of about
47rpm was measured. The average of input speed, carrier speed, and output speed was taken
and gear ratio was calculated. The gear ratio obtained was about 0.518. The forward 1
measurement was done with different input speed that is input speed of 53rpm and the results
are presented in the Figure 44.
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Figure 44. Measurement of carrier and output of forward 1 with input of 53rpm

As can be seen from Figure 44 the carrier speed and the output speed are fluctuating and the
reason might be the application of braking load manually. Also it can be seen that the carrier
speed and output speed are gradually reducing. The gradual decrease in speed of carrier was
result of movement of angle changing mechanism which is connected to slider and changes
the slider location. The fixture of the mechanism was loosen which caused the movement of
the mechanism. The sliding movement of the slider caused to change the angle of the swash
plate which resulted in reduction of the carrier speed and that reduction contributed to the
speed reduction of the final output ring gear. This result was not targeted result for this
specific measurement but it shows how the gear ratio can be changed continuously by
changing the tilt angle.

The measurement of forward 2 was done with only one input speed that is about 48rpm. As
stated earlier forward 2 creates higher tilt resulting in higher gear ratio compared to forward
1. The measurement results obtained are presented in Figure 45.
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Figure 45. Forward 2 with input of 48 rpm

As can be seen from Figure 45, input speed of about 48rpm results in the carrier speed of
about 36rpm and output ring speed of about 33rpm. The gear ratio calculated from output
input ratio is about 0.680.

Neutral Test
In proposed IVD mechanism neutral lies in between the forward and reverse. The change in
angle that is from the highest angle to lowest angle (0 degrees) all the required outputs that
is forward, neutral, and reverse is achieved. Due to the fact that angle measurement system
was not available in measurement setup it was difficult to measure the angle accurately. It
was difficult to find the angle in which the neutral is achieved. In this proposed IVD model
neutral is achieved in one specific angle only. Due to the freewheeling of the system when
resistance load was absent in output (ring), resistance load was applied manually. The neutral
test was done by applying the braking force manually to the output ring gear and forced it
be in stationary position. The measurement then was taken for the carrier speed so that it
gives idea on what the carrier speed should be to achieve the neutral output. Figure shows
the results obtained from the measurement for neutral.
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Figure 46. Stationary output (neutral) measurement results

According to the measurement results, with input speed of about 58rpm, neutral (stationary
output) can be achieved when carrier is rotating at speed of about 18rpm.

5.4 Analysis of Simulation and Measurement Results
The simulation was carried out using input rotational speed of 60rpm. The core concept of
IVD is to be able to change the output speed regardless of constant input speed. The
simulation results shows that with constant input speed and varying tilt angle different output
can be achieved. The overall results obtained from the simulation is presented in Table 14.

Table 14. Simulation Results and calculated gear ratio
Tilt Angle

Input Speed

Carrier

Output

(degrees)

(rpm)

Speed(rpm)

Speed(rpm)

0.1

60

0.44

-26.57

-0.443

5.06

60

18.72

0.0

-

6.5

60

24.12

7.85

0.131

10

60

37.42

27.17

0.453

12.5

60

47.1

41.25

0.688

Gear ratio
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The overview of results obtained from the PoC measurement is presented in Table 15. The
results presented in the table are average of the results obtained from the measurement. The
results of forward 1 with input of 53rpm is not included in the table.

Table 15. PoC measurement results
Input(rpm)

Carrier(rpm)

Output(rpm)

Ratio

Reverse

56.678

0

-25.705

-0.456

Neutral

58.205

18.162

0

-

Forward 1

90.753

57.820

47.011

0.518

Forward 2

48.205

35.922

32.741

0.679

The results obtained from the simulation model and PoC measurements cannot be compared
directly to each other for the reason that different inputs and uncertainty in angle
measurement in the PoC measurement. The comparison of the trend that is obtained from
the PoC measurement and simulation model can be made. The trend seen by PoC
measurement is that at 0 degrees of tilt angle, maximum reverse gear ratio can be obtained
and with increase in angle it can be changed to neutral and forward direction with different
gear ratio. Similarly, trend obtained from simulation model also follows the trend obtained
from PoC measurement.

From the simulation results three forward gear ratios, neutral and about maximum reverse
ratio can be observed. It can be seen that for maximum forward is obtained when the tilt
angle is 12.5 degrees. Due to the limitation of measurement setup it cannot be directly
compared to results obtained from the PoC. It can be seen that ratios obtained from both
approach are almost comparable.

In order to compare the maximum reverse gear ratio obtained from the PoC, planet carrier
was fixed in simulation model and the results were taken. In measurement of PoC similar
approach was used that is planet carrier was fixed manually to obtain the maximum reverse.
The results obtained from the simulation model was gear ratio of -0.443 which can be
compared to the gear ratio obtained from the PoC measurement presented in Table 15 which
is about -0.456.
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6 CONCLUSIONS

The main aim of this thesis work was to study the functionality of IVD mechanism using
multibody simulation approach. Some aspects of planetary gear train was studied during this
thesis work because of the fact that planetary gear set was vital component in the IVD
mechanism. The thesis work was part of the research project dedicated to develop new
transmission option. During the research project PoC of IVD was developed and
measurements taken from the PoC were compared with the virtual prototype (that is
simulation model). The simulation model of IVD was modeled using multibody simulation
software ADAMS. During the study and from the results there are certain aspects found
which needs further improvements in IVD mechanism.

Simple planetary gear was modelled using ADAMS and analyzed. The specification of the
simple planetary gear was same as the planetary gear set used in IVD mechanism. The
kinematic configuration of the planetary gear used in IVD was two inputs and one output
(inputs to sun and carrier and output from ring). The analysis results show that with constant
input to the sun and by varying the speed of the carrier different output (reverse, stationary,
and forward) can be achieved as the output (ring gear). To achieve all the desired output
from this configuration, one major consideration is that the planet carrier should rotate in the
same direction of rotation of sun gear.

Power flow analysis of two stage planetary gear was done using the approach suggested by
Kahraman [18], and was compared to the simulation model. The simulation model and
analytical model tend to provide similar results. Based on the results obtained, simulation
model can be used to analyze similar kind of power flow analysis of planetary gear sets.

The simulation model of the IVD was built and several aspects of the mechanism were
studied. The translational displacement and velocity of the push rods were studied in which
some differences in the velocity of different push rods were found which resulted into the
difference in velocity of the rocker arms. The output was not continuous as it should be. The
reason might be the placement of the push rods in the swash plate. It should be further
explored to make conclusive arguments.
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From the PoC measurements it was seen that achieving reverse was problematic because of
the overrunning feature of the one way overrunning clutch. The major issue was, when
carrier was rotating slower than the sun gear the one way clutch started to overrun and carrier
speed went equal to the sun gear. In such case, the swash plate mechanism functionality was
not active. Some alternative should be found to solve the problem for the reverse. One option
might be changing the kinematic configuration of planetary gear used so that operating range
will fall over the input speed.

From the results obtained from the simulation results and PoC measurement results, there
are several issues which needs further exploration. In this research most of the focus was
concentrated in the study of the kinematic analysis. The simulation model needs to be
developed further and more results on dynamics should be considered. Similar trends were
observed for the gear ratios change from both simulation model and PoC but no conclusion
can be drawn from the comparison. The further development on both simulation model and
PoC should be made in order to compare the measurements and results.
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